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AMBAlpn_ALPINE-Alpine Valley Calm Drips V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Drips of melting frost fall off of sagebrush in an alpine valley as plants dry after the first frost of the season. Running water 
heard in distance. Bird calls throughout. Slight breeze at times.

AMBAlpn_ALPINE-Alpine Valley Calm Drips V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Drips of melting frost fall off of sagebrush in an alpine valley as plants dry after the first frost of the season. Running water 
heard in distance. Bird calls throughout. Slight breeze at times.

AMBAlpn_ALPINE-Alpine Valley Calm Drips V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Detailed drips and chunks of melting frost fall off of sagebrush in an alpine valley as plants dry after the first frost of the 
season. Bird calls throughout. Slight breeze at times.

AMBAlpn_ALPINE-Alpine Valley Calm Drips V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Detailed drips and chunks of melting frost fall off of sagebrush in an alpine valley as plants dry after the first frost of the 
season. Bird calls throughout. Slight breeze at times.

AMBAlpn_ALPINE-Aspen Grove V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Aspen tree leaves rustle in a varied gusty breeze. Chirping flying insects heard throughout. Distant roar from alpine wind  and 
distant bird calls heard at times.

AMBAlpn_ALPINE-Aspen Grove V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Aspen tree leaves rustle in a varied gusty breeze. Chirping flying insects heard throughout. Distant roar from alpine wind  and 
distant bird calls heard at times.

AMBAlpn_ALPINE-Aspen Grove V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Aspen tree leaves rustle in a consistent gusty breeze. Chirping flying insects heard throughout. Distant roar from alpine wind at 
times, bird and hawk calls heard occasionally.

AMBAlpn_ALPINE-Aspen Grove V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Aspen tree leaves rustle in a consistent gusty breeze. Chirping flying insects heard throughout. Distant roar from alpine wind at 
times, bird and hawk calls heard occasionally.

AMBAlpn_ALPINE-Pine Grove Wind V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Wind blows through a small pine grove as needles fall gently in the breeze. Bird chirps ands insects heard throughout.

AMBAlpn_ALPINE-Pine Grove Wind V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Wind blows through a small pine grove as needles fall gently in the breeze. Bird chirps ands insects heard throughout.

AMBAlpn_ALPINE-Pine Grove Wind V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Wind blows through a small pine grove as needles fall gently in the breeze. Small aspen grove heard distantly as well. Bird 
chirps ands insects heard throughout.

AMBAlpn_ALPINE-Pine Grove Wind V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Wind blows through a small pine grove as needles fall gently in the breeze. Small aspen grove heard distantly as well. Bird 
chirps ands insects heard throughout.

AMBAlpn_ALPINE-Sagebrush Breeze Scratching V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Sagebrush clicks and clacks in a moderate breeze. Flying chirping insects audible throughout. Distant bird calls at times. 

AMBAlpn_ALPINE-Sagebrush Breeze Scratching V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Sagebrush clicks and clacks in a moderate breeze. Flying chirping insects audible throughout. Distant bird calls at times. 

AMBAlpn_ALPINE-Sagebrush Breeze Scratching V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Sagebrush clicks and clacks in a calm whispy breeze. Flying chirping insects audible throughout, close at times. Distant bird 
calls at times. 

AMBAlpn_ALPINE-Sagebrush Breeze Scratching V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Sagebrush clicks and clacks in a calm whispy breeze. Flying chirping insects audible throughout, close at times. Distant bird 
calls at times. 

AMBAlpn_ALPINE-Sagebrush Insects _B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Insects fly and chirp in a sagebrush flat on a calm afternoon. Distant bird calls heard at times, slight breeze occasionally.
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AMBAlpn_ALPINE-Sagebrush Insects _B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Insects fly and chirp in a sagebrush flat on a calm afternoon. Distant bird calls heard at times, slight breeze occasionally.

AMBAlpn_ALPINE-Sagebrush Snow Melt_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav The first snow of winter melts off of sagebrush in a high alpine sagebrush flat. Bird activity heard at times. Occasional light 
breeze.

AMBAlpn_ALPINE-Sagebrush Snow Melt_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav The first snow of winter melts off of sagebrush in a high alpine sagebrush flat. Bird activity heard at times. Occasional light 
breeze.

AMBBird_DESERT-Desert Dawn Chorus Birds_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing and flying at varying distances at dawn in the desert. Bird activity is close at times. Distant breeze rustles palm 
fronds at times. Flying insects heard throughout.

AMBBird_DESERT-Desert Dawn Chorus Birds_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing and flying at varying distances at dawn in the desert. Bird activity is close at times. Distant breeze rustles palm 
fronds at times. Flying insects heard throughout.

AMBBird_DESERT-Desert Dawn Chorus Breeze_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing at varying distances at dawn in the desert. Distant breeze rustles palm fronds at times. Flying insects heard 
throughout.

AMBBird_DESERT-Desert Dawn Chorus Breeze_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing at varying distances at dawn in the desert. Distant breeze rustles palm fronds at times. Flying insects heard 
throughout.

AMBBird_DESERT-Desert Dawn Chorus Vibrant Quail_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Many birds sing vibrantly in a desert during a calm dawn. Flying insects and slight breeze throughout. Bird activity close at 
times.

AMBBird_DESERT-Desert Dawn Chorus Vibrant Quail_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Many birds sing vibrantly in a desert during a calm dawn. Flying insects and slight breeze throughout. Bird activity close at 
times.

AMBBird_DESERT-Desert Morning Birds V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call and sing in a desert canyon during the morning, their sound echoing off the canyon walls. Wind gusts heard on the 
canyon rim at times. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Desert Morning Birds V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call and sing in a desert canyon during the morning, their sound echoing off the canyon walls. Wind gusts heard on the 
canyon rim at times. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Desert Morning Birds V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call and sing in a desert canyon during the morning, their sound echoing off the canyon walls. Slight breeze throughout 
and wind gusts heard on the canyon rim at times. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Desert Morning Birds V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call and sing in a desert canyon during the morning, their sound echoing off the canyon walls. Slight breeze throughout 
and wind gusts heard on the canyon rim at times. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Desert Morning Breeze Birds_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Varying light breeze blows through the desert as birds sing at close to moderate distances. Flying insects heard throughout. 
Bird activity close at times.

AMBBird_DESERT-Desert Morning Breeze Birds_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Varying light breeze blows through the desert as birds sing at close to moderate distances. Flying insects heard throughout. 
Bird activity close at times.

AMBBird_DESERT-Palm Tree Birds Wind_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing loudly in a desert palm oasis. Palm fronds sway and rustle in a gentle breeze creating various clicks and clacks at 
times.

AMBBird_DESERT-Palm Tree Birds Wind_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing loudly in a desert palm oasis. Palm fronds sway and rustle in a gentle breeze creating various clicks and clacks at 
times.
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AMBBird_DESERT-Palm Tree Wind Strong_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Desert Palms sway and rustle in a strong wind creating various clicks and clacks. Birds audible throughout.

AMBBird_DESERT-Palm Tree Wind Strong_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Desert Palms sway and rustle in a strong wind creating various clicks and clacks. Birds audible throughout.

AMBBird_DESERT-Pine Tree Wind Birds V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav A dry pine tree in the high desert blows in varying wind creating iconic whooshing sound. Bird calls at moderate distances 
throughout. Gently falling pine needles and tree debris at times.

AMBBird_DESERT-Pine Tree Wind Birds V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav A dry pine tree in the high desert blows in varying wind creating iconic whooshing sound. Bird calls at moderate distances 
throughout. Gently falling pine needles and tree debris at times.

AMBBird_DESERT-Pine Tree Wind Birds V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav A dry pine tree in the high desert blows in a soft but varying breeze creating iconic whooshing sound. Bird calls at moderate 
distances throughout. Gently falling pine needles and tree debris at times. Occasional strong gusts.

AMBBird_DESERT-Pine Tree Wind Birds V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav A dry pine tree in the high desert blows in a soft but varying breeze creating iconic whooshing sound. Bird calls at moderate 
distances throughout. Gently falling pine needles and tree debris at times. Occasional strong gusts.

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Sagebrush Hawks Owls_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Hawks and owls call and screech closely in the early morning hours in a sagebrush prairie. Bird activity close at times. Slight 
breeze throughout. 

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Sagebrush Hawks Owls_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Hawks and owls call and screech closely in the early morning hours in a sagebrush prairie. Bird activity close at times. Slight 
breeze throughout. 

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Swallows Insects_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Large quantities of swallows chirp and fly on a calm afternoon in a sagebrush flat with occasional gusts of wind. Other birds 
also heard at times. Trilling and flying insets heard throughout. 

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Swallows Insects_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Large quantities of swallows chirp and fly on a calm afternoon in a sagebrush flat with occasional gusts of wind. Other birds 
also heard at times. Trilling and flying insets heard throughout. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Cactus Wind Squeak_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Cactus blow and squeak in a gusty desert wind. Flying insects and distant birds heard at times.

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Cactus Wind Squeak_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Cactus blow and squeak in a gusty desert wind. Flying insects and distant birds heard at times.

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Desert Afternoon Calm Bird Activity_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call and sing at various distances in a desert canyon during the afternoon, their sound echoing off the canyon walls. Bird 
activity close at times. Slight breeze throughout and wind gusts heard on the canyon rim at times. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Desert Afternoon Calm Bird Activity_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call and sing at various distances in a desert canyon during the afternoon, their sound echoing off the canyon walls. Bird 
activity close at times. Slight breeze throughout and wind gusts heard on the canyon rim at times. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Desert Dawn Birds Moderate_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Quiet dawn in a desert canyon with a light breeze. Birds flying, calling, and singing throughout with natural reverb from canyon 
at various distances.

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Desert Dawn Birds Moderate_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Quiet dawn in a desert canyon with a light breeze. Birds flying, calling, and singing throughout with natural reverb from canyon 
at various distances.

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Desert Dawn Desolate Birds_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Quiet dawn in a desolate desert. Calming bird calls at times. Distant breeze throughout. 
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AMBDsrt_DESERT-Desert Dawn Desolate Birds_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Quiet dawn in a desolate desert. Calming bird calls at times. Distant breeze throughout. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Desert Dawn Desolate_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Quiet dawn in a desolate desert. Very distant bird calls at times. Distant breeze throughout. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Desert Dawn Desolate_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Quiet dawn in a desolate desert. Very distant bird calls at times. Distant breeze throughout. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Desert Morning Breeze_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Light breeze blows through the desert as birds sing at various distances. Clacking of shrubs, cactus, and palm fronds in the 
wind throughout. Bird activity close at times.

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Desert Morning Breeze_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Light breeze blows through the desert as birds sing at various distances. Clacking of shrubs, cactus, and palm fronds in the 
wind throughout. Bird activity close at times.

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Desert Quiet Dawn Insects_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Quiet dawn in a desert canyon with a light breeze. Very distant birds calling and singing throughout. Flying insects heard  
closely at times.

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Desert Quiet Dawn Insects_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Quiet dawn in a desert canyon with a light breeze. Very distant birds calling and singing throughout. Flying insects heard  
closely at times.

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Desert Quiet Dawn V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Quiet dawn in a desert canyon. Distant birds calling and singing throughout. Owls heard at times.

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Desert Quiet Dawn V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Quiet dawn in a desert canyon. Distant birds calling and singing throughout. Owls heard at times.

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Desert Quiet Dawn V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Quiet dawn in a desert canyon with a light breeze. Moderately distant birds calling and singing throughout. Owls heard at 
times.

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Desert Quiet Dawn V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Quiet dawn in a desert canyon with a light breeze. Moderately distant birds calling and singing throughout. Owls heard at 
times.

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Desert Tree Wind Birds_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Wind blows through desert trees on a hot afternoon. Bird calls heard throughout. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Desert Tree Wind Birds_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Wind blows through desert trees on a hot afternoon. Bird calls heard throughout. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Afternoon Breeze Birds Insects V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Afternoon in a mixed forest scrubland with a soft breeze building. Trilling insects heard closely and birds and crows at various 
distances throughout. Flying insects at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Afternoon Breeze Birds Insects V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Afternoon in a mixed forest scrubland with a soft breeze building. Trilling insects heard closely and birds and crows at various 
distances throughout. Flying insects at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Afternoon Breeze Birds Insects V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Afternoon in a mixed forest scrubland with a very soft breeze. Trilling insects heard closely and birds and crows at various 
distances throughout. Flying insects at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Afternoon Breeze Birds Insects V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Afternoon in a mixed forest scrubland with a very soft breeze. Trilling insects heard closely and birds and crows at various 
distances throughout. Flying insects at times.
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AMBForst_FOREST-Afternoon Leaf Debris Breeze_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Tree and leaf debris fall during a gentle breeze in a forest. Trilling insects and bird calls heard at a distance throughout. Bird 
activity close at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Afternoon Leaf Debris Breeze_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Tree and leaf debris fall during a gentle breeze in a forest. Trilling insects and bird calls heard at a distance throughout. Bird 
activity close at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Calm Forest Distant River_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Calm old growth forest with a distant river. Occasional leaf debris falling and distant bird calls. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Calm Forest Distant River_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Calm old growth forest with a distant river. Occasional leaf debris falling and distant bird calls. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Dawn Insects Coyotes Owls_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Various insects trill and chirp at dawn in a mixed forest scrubland. Coyotes heard vocalizing and moving through the forest. 
Subtle branches clacking and leaves rustling and falling at times. Occasional distant owls. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Dawn Insects Coyotes Owls_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Various insects trill and chirp at dawn in a mixed forest scrubland. Coyotes heard vocalizing and moving through the forest. 
Subtle branches clacking and leaves rustling and falling at times. Occasional distant owls. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Dawn Insects Squirrels_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Small mammals rustle in leaf litter as insects trill and birds call at dawn in a forest. Woodpeckers, crows, and falling leaves at 
times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Dawn Insects Squirrels_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Small mammals rustle in leaf litter as insects trill and birds call at dawn in a forest. Woodpeckers, crows, and falling leaves at 
times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Elk Bugle Distant_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav A male elk moves and bugles distantly on the edge of a quiet mountainous forest. Leaf rattle and pine wind heard throughout. 
Bird calls heard at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Elk Bugle Distant_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav A male elk moves and bugles distantly on the edge of a quiet mountainous forest. Leaf rattle and pine wind heard throughout. 
Bird calls heard at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Breeze Debris_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Tree debris falls in gentle breeze in a mixed forest. Distant bird calls, insects, and rustling and falling levels throughout. Debris 
falling closely at times. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Breeze Debris_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Tree debris falls in gentle breeze in a mixed forest. Distant bird calls, insects, and rustling and falling levels throughout. Debris 
falling closely at times. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Breeze Leaves Birds V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Dry leaves fall in a dense forest as a light varying breeze increases and sweeps through the canopy. Bird chips heard 
throughout. Tree knocks and insects heard at times.  

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Breeze Leaves Birds V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Dry leaves fall in a dense forest as a light varying breeze increases and sweeps through the canopy. Bird chips heard 
throughout. Tree knocks and insects heard at times.  

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Debris Distant River_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Calm old growth forest with a distant river. Needles and tree debris heard gently falling throughout. Distant bird calls and small 
mammal vocalizations at times. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Debris Distant River_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Calm old growth forest with a distant river. Needles and tree debris heard gently falling throughout. Distant bird calls and small 
mammal vocalizations at times. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Insects Birds_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Insects trill and fly as birds sing at moderate distances in a forest with a slight varying breeze. Dry leaves heard rustling 
throughout. 
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AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Insects Birds_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Insects trill and fly as birds sing at moderate distances in a forest with a slight varying breeze. Dry leaves heard rustling 
throughout. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Insects Wind_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Insects trill and fly in a forest with a varying wind. Dry leaves heard rustling throughout. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Insects Wind_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Insects trill and fly in a forest with a varying wind. Dry leaves heard rustling throughout. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Moderate Wind Leaves Birds_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Dry leaves fall in a dense forest as a varying wind increases and sweeps through the canopy. Bird chips heard throughout. Tree 
knocks and insects heard at times.  

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Moderate Wind Leaves Birds_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Dry leaves fall in a dense forest as a varying wind increases and sweeps through the canopy. Bird chips heard throughout. Tree 
knocks and insects heard at times.  

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Moderate Wind Leaves V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Dry leaves fall in a dense forest as wind sweeps through the canopy. Distant bird chips and insects heard at times.  

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Moderate Wind Leaves V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Dry leaves fall in a dense forest as wind sweeps through the canopy. Distant bird chips and insects heard at times.  

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Moderate Wind Leaves V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Dry leaves fall in a dense forest as a moderate varying wind sweeps through the canopy. Distant bird chips, tree knocks, and 
insects heard at times.  

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Moderate Wind Leaves V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Dry leaves fall in a dense forest as a moderate varying wind sweeps through the canopy. Distant bird chips, tree knocks, and 
insects heard at times.  

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Night Distant Breeze V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Quiet night with a gentle distant breeze causing falling leaves and small tree debris. Bird chirps and small mammals rustling at 
times. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Night Distant Breeze V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Quiet night with a gentle distant breeze causing falling leaves and small tree debris. Bird chirps and small mammals rustling at 
times. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Night Distant Breeze V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Quiet night with a gentle but building breeze causing falling leaves and small tree debris. Bird chirps and small mammals 
rustling at times. Waterfowl flyover present at end.

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Night Distant Breeze V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Quiet night with a gentle but building breeze causing falling leaves and small tree debris. Bird chirps and small mammals 
rustling at times. Waterfowl flyover present at end.

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Night Wind Varied_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Forest at night with varying wind gusts causing leaf and tree debris to rustle and fall. Wind gusts strong at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Night Wind Varied_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Forest at night with varying wind gusts causing leaf and tree debris to rustle and fall. Wind gusts strong at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Post Storm Drips Birds_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Drips fall from trees after a storm. Leaves rustling and falling, birds heard calling and singing throughout. Occasional light wind 
gusts at times. Birds close at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Post Storm Drips Birds_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Drips fall from trees after a storm. Leaves rustling and falling, birds heard calling and singing throughout. Occasional light wind 
gusts at times. Birds close at times.
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AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Quiet Fog Dripping V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Drips from thick fog hit the dry forest floor on a quiet night. Small mammals rustling at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Quiet Fog Dripping V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Drips from thick fog hit the dry forest floor on a quiet night. Small mammals rustling at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Quiet Fog Dripping V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Drips from thick fog hit the dry forest floor on a quiet night. Small mammals rustling, falling leaves, and distant bird calls at 
times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Quiet Fog Dripping V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Drips from thick fog hit the dry forest floor on a quiet night. Small mammals rustling, falling leaves, and distant bird calls at 
times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Quiet Night Breeze_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Quiet Night with a varying calm breeze in a coniferous forest. Insects quietly trilling and small mammals rustling in leaves at 
times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Quiet Night Breeze_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Quiet Night with a varying calm breeze in a coniferous forest. Insects quietly trilling and small mammals rustling in leaves at 
times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Quiet Night_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Quiet night in coniferous forest next to a lake with occasional soft distant breeze. Gentle leaf falls, small mammals rustling, 
and bird chirps at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Quiet Night_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Quiet night in coniferous forest next to a lake with occasional soft distant breeze. Gentle leaf falls, small mammals rustling, 
and bird chirps at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Wind Building Strong_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Strong wind gusts build with incoming storm front in a forest. Leaf and tree debris heard falling and rustling throughout.

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Wind Building Strong_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Strong wind gusts build with incoming storm front in a forest. Leaf and tree debris heard falling and rustling throughout.

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Wind Leaves_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Dry leaves rustle and fall as a strong and varying wind blows through a forest. Trees squeaking and knocking throughout. 
Distant bird calls at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Wind Leaves_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Dry leaves rustle and fall as a strong and varying wind blows through a forest. Trees squeaking and knocking throughout. 
Distant bird calls at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Wind Moderate_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Wind gusting with incoming storm front in a forest. Leaf and tree debris heard falling and rustling throughout. Strong wind at 
times. Sporadic light rain at end.

AMBForst_FOREST-Forest Wind Moderate_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Wind gusting with incoming storm front in a forest. Leaf and tree debris heard falling and rustling throughout. Strong wind at 
times. Sporadic light rain at end.

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Fall Subtle_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Leaves rustle and fall subtly during a calm breeze in a mixed forest. Tree knocks and distant bird calls at times. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Fall Subtle_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Leaves rustle and fall subtly during a calm breeze in a mixed forest. Tree knocks and distant bird calls at times. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Birds V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Leaves rustle and fall in gentle breeze in a mixed forest. Bird calls and tree knocks at times. Distant insects trilling throughout. 
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AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Birds V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Leaves rustle and fall in gentle breeze in a mixed forest. Bird calls and tree knocks at times. Distant insects trilling throughout. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Birds V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Leaves rustle and fall in a moderate breeze in a mixed forest. Bird calls and tree knocks at times. Distant insects trilling 
throughout. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Birds V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Leaves rustle and fall in a moderate breeze in a mixed forest. Bird calls and tree knocks at times. Distant insects trilling 
throughout. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Close Calm_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Dry leaves rustle closely in a calm but consistent breeze. Trilling and chirping insects heard throughout. Distant bird calls and 
flying insects at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Close Calm_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Dry leaves rustle closely in a calm but consistent breeze. Trilling and chirping insects heard throughout. Distant bird calls and 
flying insects at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Close Gusts Crows_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Dry leaves rustle closely during a varying breeze. Crows and trilling and chirping insects heard throughout. Distant bird calls 
and flying insects at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Close Gusts Crows_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Dry leaves rustle closely during a varying breeze. Crows and trilling and chirping insects heard throughout. Distant bird calls 
and flying insects at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Close Gusts V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Dry leaves rustle closely during strong gusts of wind. Trilling and chirping insects heard throughout. Distant bird calls and 
flying insects at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Close Gusts V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Dry leaves rustle closely during strong gusts of wind. Trilling and chirping insects heard throughout. Distant bird calls and 
flying insects at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Close Gusts V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Dry leaves rustle closely during moderate gusts of wind. Trilling and chirping insects heard throughout. Distant bird calls, 
eagles, and flying insects at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Close Gusts V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Dry leaves rustle closely during moderate gusts of wind. Trilling and chirping insects heard throughout. Distant bird calls, 
eagles, and flying insects at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Close Intimate_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Dry leaves rustle very closely during a light to moderate breeze. Leaf rustle is occasionally rhythmic. Crows and trilling and 
chirping insects heard throughout. Distant bird calls and flying insects at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Close Intimate_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Dry leaves rustle very closely during a light to moderate breeze. Leaf rustle is occasionally rhythmic. Crows and trilling and 
chirping insects heard throughout. Distant bird calls and flying insects at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Close Varied V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Dry leaves rustle closely in a varying wind. Trilling and chirping insects heard throughout. Distant bird calls and flying insects at 
times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Close Varied V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Dry leaves rustle closely in a varying wind. Trilling and chirping insects heard throughout. Distant bird calls and flying insects at 
times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Close Varied V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Dry leaves rustle closely in a gusty and sometimes strong wind. Trilling and chirping insects heard throughout. Distant bird 
calls and flying insects at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Close Varied V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Dry leaves rustle closely in a gusty and sometimes strong wind. Trilling and chirping insects heard throughout. Distant bird 
calls and flying insects at times.
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AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Moderate V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Dry leaves rustle at a moderate distance during a light to moderate breeze. Trilling insects and distant birds calls heard 
throughout. Flying insects at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Moderate V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Dry leaves rustle at a moderate distance during a light to moderate breeze. Trilling insects and distant birds calls heard 
throughout. Flying insects at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Moderate V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Dry leaves rustle at a moderate distance during a moderate breeze. Trilling insects and moderately distant birds calls heard 
throughout. Flying insects at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaf Rustle Moderate V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Dry leaves rustle at a moderate distance during a moderate breeze. Trilling insects and moderately distant birds calls heard 
throughout. Flying insects at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Morning Breeze Insects Layered_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Various layers of insects chirp and trill during a calm morning breeze in a mixed forest. Leaves falling, flying insects, and small 
mammals rustling and vocalizing at times. Distant bird calls throughout.

AMBForst_FOREST-Morning Breeze Insects Layered_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Various layers of insects chirp and trill during a calm morning breeze in a mixed forest. Leaves falling, flying insects, and small 
mammals rustling and vocalizing at times. Distant bird calls throughout.

AMBForst_FOREST-Morning Insects Breeze Birds_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Various insects chirp and trill during a calm morning breeze in a mixed forest. Birds calling throughout. Small mammals 
vocalizing, bird fly by’s, and leaves and tree debris rustling and falling at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Morning Insects Breeze Birds_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Various insects chirp and trill during a calm morning breeze in a mixed forest. Birds calling throughout. Small mammals 
vocalizing, bird fly by’s, and leaves and tree debris rustling and falling at times.

AMBForst_LAKE-Calm Night Insects_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav A calm night in a mixed forest scrubland next to a lake with iconic loud insect chorus. Distant calm leafy breeze heard 
throughout. Distant frogs and fish splashes heard at times

AMBForst_LAKE-Calm Night Insects_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav A calm night in a mixed forest scrubland next to a lake with iconic loud insect chorus. Distant calm leafy breeze heard 
throughout. Distant frogs and fish splashes heard at times

AMBForst_LAKE-Dawn Insects Birds_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Insects trill and chirp and birds begin to call at dawn in a mixed forest scrubland next to a lake. Leaves heard subtly rustling 
and falling throughout. Small mammals occasionally rustling in leaf litter, woodpeckers, and distant lake activity at times. 

AMBForst_LAKE-Dawn Insects Birds_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Insects trill and chirp and birds begin to call at dawn in a mixed forest scrubland next to a lake. Leaves heard subtly rustling 
and falling throughout. Small mammals occasionally rustling in leaf litter, woodpeckers, and distant lake activity at times. 

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Grassland Quiet Morning_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav A calm but sturdy breeze blows across a grassland at morning. Birds flying close at times, but very few vocalizations. 

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Grassland Quiet Morning_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav A calm but sturdy breeze blows across a grassland at morning. Birds flying close at times, but very few vocalizations. 

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Prairie Breeze Increasing_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav A steady and strong breeze builds and blows across a prairie while birds call sporadically at times. Leaf rustle heard 
throughout.

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Prairie Breeze Increasing_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav A steady and strong breeze builds and blows across a prairie while birds call sporadically at times. Leaf rustle heard 
throughout.

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Prairie Dog Wind Gusts_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Wind gusts across a prairie while prairie dogs chirp consistently. Distant bird calls heard at times.
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AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Prairie Dog Wind Gusts_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Wind gusts across a prairie while prairie dogs chirp consistently. Distant bird calls heard at times.

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Prairie Quiet Dawn V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Quiet dawn on the prairie with a slight breeze. Distant bird calls throughout. Flying insects at times.

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Prairie Quiet Dawn V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Quiet dawn on the prairie with a slight breeze. Distant bird calls throughout. Flying insects at times.

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Prairie Quiet Dawn V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Quiet dawn on the prairie with a slight but building breeze. Distant bird calls throughout. Flying insects at times.

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Prairie Quiet Dawn V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Quiet dawn on the prairie with a slight but building breeze. Distant bird calls throughout. Flying insects at times.

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Prairie Wind Rumble Birds_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav A calm but steady breeze blows across a prairie while birds call sporadically at times. Distant high frequency leaf rustle heard 
throughout.

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Prairie Wind Rumble Birds_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav A calm but steady breeze blows across a prairie while birds call sporadically at times. Distant high frequency leaf rustle heard 
throughout.

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Prairie Wind Strong_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav A strong wind blows across the prairie. Leaf rustle and whips grasses heard throughout. Distant bird chirps at times.

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Prairie Wind Strong_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav A strong wind blows across the prairie. Leaf rustle and whips grasses heard throughout. Distant bird chirps at times.

AMBInsc_FOREST-Afternoon Breeze Insects V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Insects chirp and trill as a calm breeze rustles dry leaves on nearby trees. Distant bird calls and flying insects heard at times.

AMBInsc_FOREST-Afternoon Breeze Insects V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Insects chirp and trill as a calm breeze rustles dry leaves on nearby trees. Distant bird calls and flying insects heard at times.

AMBInsc_FOREST-Afternoon Breeze Insects V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Insects chirp and trill as a slight consistent breeze rustles dry leaves on nearby trees. Distant bird calls and flying insects heard 
throughout.

AMBInsc_FOREST-Afternoon Breeze Insects V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Insects chirp and trill as a slight consistent breeze rustles dry leaves on nearby trees. Distant bird calls and flying insects heard 
throughout.

AMBInsc_FOREST-Dawn Insects Breeze Subtle_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav A subtle breeze blows through a forest at dawn causing leaves to occasionally rustle and fall. Insects chirping and trilling 
throughout. Occasional bird calls. 

AMBInsc_FOREST-Dawn Insects Breeze Subtle_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav A subtle breeze blows through a forest at dawn causing leaves to occasionally rustle and fall. Insects chirping and trilling 
throughout. Occasional bird calls. 

AMBInsc_FOREST-Dawn Insects Breeze_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav A gentle breeze blows through a forest at dawn causing leaves to rustle and occasionally fall. Insects chirping and trilling 
throughout. 

AMBInsc_FOREST-Dawn Insects Breeze_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav A gentle breeze blows through a forest at dawn causing leaves to rustle and occasionally fall. Insects chirping and trilling 
throughout. 
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AMBInsc_FOREST-Dawn Insects Wind Leaves V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav A varying wind blows through a forest at dawn causing leaves to rustle and fall. Insects chirping and trilling throughout. 
Occasional bird calls. 

AMBInsc_FOREST-Dawn Insects Wind Leaves V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav A varying wind blows through a forest at dawn causing leaves to rustle and fall. Insects chirping and trilling throughout. 
Occasional bird calls. 

AMBInsc_FOREST-Dawn Insects Wind Leaves V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav A varying wind blows through a forest at dawn causing leaves to rustle and fall. Leaf fall close at times. Insects chirping and 
trilling throughout. Occasional bird calls. 

AMBInsc_FOREST-Dawn Insects Wind Leaves V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav A varying wind blows through a forest at dawn causing leaves to rustle and fall. Leaf fall close at times. Insects chirping and 
trilling throughout. Occasional bird calls. 

AMBInsc_FOREST-Dawn Insects_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Various insects trill and chirp at dawn in a mixed forest scrubland. Subtle branches clacking and leaves rustling and falling at 
times. Occasional bird calls. 

AMBInsc_FOREST-Dawn Insects_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Various insects trill and chirp at dawn in a mixed forest scrubland. Subtle branches clacking and leaves rustling and falling at 
times. Occasional bird calls. 

AMBInsc_FOREST-Insect Trilling Breeze V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Insects chirp and trill in scrubland adjacent to a forest. Gentle breeze and rustling leaves at various distances throughout. 
Distant bird calls at times.

AMBInsc_FOREST-Insect Trilling Breeze V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Insects chirp and trill in scrubland adjacent to a forest. Gentle breeze and rustling leaves at various distances throughout. 
Distant bird calls at times.

AMBInsc_FOREST-Insect Trilling Breeze V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Insects chirp and trill in scrubland adjacent to a forest. Subtle breeze and distant rustling leaves throughout. Distant bird calls 
and flying insects at times.

AMBInsc_FOREST-Insect Trilling Breeze V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Insects chirp and trill in scrubland adjacent to a forest. Subtle breeze and distant rustling leaves throughout. Distant bird calls 
and flying insects at times.

AMBInsc_LAKE-Calm Night Insects Breeze_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav A calm night in an open field with iconic loud insect chorus. Distant calm leafy breeze heard throughout. Distant bird calls and 
owls heard at times.

AMBInsc_LAKE-Calm Night Insects Breeze_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav A calm night in an open field with iconic loud insect chorus. Distant calm leafy breeze heard throughout. Distant bird calls and 
owls heard at times.

AMBInsc_LAKE-Night Insect Subtle Breeze V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Insects trill and chirp during a calm night with a light subtle breeze. Distant bird calls at times.

AMBInsc_LAKE-Night Insect Subtle Breeze V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Insects trill and chirp during a calm night with a light subtle breeze. Distant bird calls at times.

AMBInsc_LAKE-Night Insect Subtle Breeze V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Insects trill and chirp loudly during a calm night with a consistent leafy breeze. Distant bird calls at times.

AMBInsc_LAKE-Night Insect Subtle Breeze V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Insects trill and chirp loudly during a calm night with a consistent leafy breeze. Distant bird calls at times.

AMBLake_LAKE-Calm Night Insects Coyotes_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav A calm night in an open field near a lake featuring an iconic loud insect chorus with coyotes howling at a moderate distance. 
Light bird activity and owls heard at times.
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AMBLake_LAKE-Calm Night Insects Coyotes_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav A calm night in an open field near a lake featuring an iconic loud insect chorus with coyotes howling at a moderate distance. 
Light bird activity and owls heard at times.

AMBLake_LAKE-Lakeside Dawn Insects Owls_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav
Various insects trill and chirp at dawn in a mixed forest scrubland next to a large lake. Occasional gentle water lap heard at 
times. Subtle branches clacking and leaves rustling and falling at times. Occasional owls hooting, small mammals rustling, and 
distant birds vocalizing

AMBLake_LAKE-Lakeside Dawn Insects Owls_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav
Various insects trill and chirp at dawn in a mixed forest scrubland next to a large lake. Occasional gentle water lap heard at 
times. Subtle branches clacking and leaves rustling and falling at times. Occasional owls hooting, small mammals rustling, and 
distant birds vocalizing

AMBLake_LAKE-Lakeside Dawn Insects_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav
Various insects trill and chirp at dawn in a mixed forest scrubland next to a large lake. Occasional gentle water lap heard at 
times. Subtle branches clacking and leaves rustling and falling at times. Occasional small mammals rustling and distant birds 
vocalizing

AMBLake_LAKE-Lakeside Dawn Insects_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav
Various insects trill and chirp at dawn in a mixed forest scrubland next to a large lake. Occasional gentle water lap heard at 
times. Subtle branches clacking and leaves rustling and falling at times. Occasional small mammals rustling and distant birds 
vocalizing

ANMLWdog_PRAIRIE-Sagebrush Coyotes Distant_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav A pack of coyotes howl at a distance in a large sagebrush prairie in the morning. Distant bird calls heard at times.

ANMLWdog_PRAIRIE-Sagebrush Coyotes Distant_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav A pack of coyotes howl at a distance in a large sagebrush prairie in the morning. Distant bird calls heard at times.

ANMLWild_FOREST-Elk Bugle Solo_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav A male elk bugles on the edge of a mountainous forest. Geese heard at times. 

ANMLWild_FOREST-Elk Bugle Solo_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav A male elk bugles on the edge of a mountainous forest. Geese heard at times. 

ANMLWild_FOREST-Elk Bugles_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Male elks bugle and move at various distances on the edge of a quiet mountainous forest. Insect chips at times. Light wind 
through pines heard throughout.

ANMLWild_FOREST-Elk Bugles_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Male elks bugle and move at various distances on the edge of a quiet mountainous forest. Insect chips at times. Light wind 
through pines heard throughout.

WINDVege_DESERT-Desert Palm Wind Distant_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Varied wind rattles distant palm fronds in the desert. 

WINDVege_DESERT-Desert Palm Wind Distant_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Varied wind rattles distant palm fronds in the desert. 

WINDVege_DESERT-Palm Tree Wind_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav Desert Palms sway and rustle in a gentle breeze creating various clicks and clacks. Birds audible at times.

WINDVege_DESERT-Palm Tree Wind_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav Desert Palms sway and rustle in a gentle breeze creating various clicks and clacks. Birds audible at times.

WINDVege_DESERT-Pine Tree Wind V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav A dry pine tree in the high desert blows in a varying wind creating iconic whooshing sound. Distant bird calls and gently falling 
pine needles at times. 

WINDVege_DESERT-Pine Tree Wind V1_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav A dry pine tree in the high desert blows in a varying wind creating iconic whooshing sound. Distant bird calls and gently falling 
pine needles at times. 
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WINDVege_DESERT-Pine Tree Wind V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Hi.wav A dry pine tree in the high desert blows in a strong wind creating iconic whooshing sound. Distant bird calls and gently falling 
pine needles at times. 

WINDVege_DESERT-Pine Tree Wind V2_B00M_3DS11_4.0 Lo.wav A dry pine tree in the high desert blows in a strong wind creating iconic whooshing sound. Distant bird calls and gently falling 
pine needles at times. 
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